What Rabrindrinath Tagore means to me
Rabrindranath Tagore was called Kobi Guru for his excellence in poetry. He was also a musical genius
composing and performing thousands of songs. He brought beautiful music into the lives of India and
shined his talents upon others. The song below is an example of his astounding work.
Ogo nadi apon bege pagol para,
Ami stabdho chapar taru gandhabhare tandrahara!!
Ami sada achol thaki gobhir chala gopon rakhi
Amar chala nobin patai amar chala phuler dhara!!
Ogo nadi chalar bege pagol para,

Pathe pathe bahir hoyed apon hara
Amar chala jaina bala alor pane praner chala
Akash bojhe ananda tar bojhe nishar nirab tara!

This song is about a chapa tree comparing itself to a river. It says that the river moves rapidly, while the
tree just stands there. The tree explains how it moves through its leaves and flowers. Also, the tree says
that no one can tell how it moves. However, the sky can understand the tree’s joy and the night stars
know when the tree moves.
This poem is very creative in an impressive way. This poem shows how talented Tagore is by making a
tree comparing itself to a river. I love the way he explains how a tree moves by its leaves and flowers. In
addition, I was awed by how he said the sky and stars know how the trees move. He beautifully mixed
science with literature, and at the same time, it helps kids learn science.
I enjoy his poems and songs because of the elegancy and liveliness Tagore puts in them. I find it easier to
understand and read his poems too. When I am in the mood to listen to a Bangla song, I like to turn on
Rabrindranath Songit. I hope to learn and enhance his talents into my life.
Whenever I think about Tagore, I am always amazed by the creations of him. In addition, when I
compare him to other author, musicians, artists, and play writer, I find that he plays all of those roles by
himself with his magnificent talents. The same person who wrote children books, with which I started
my Bengali lessons, and also wrote spiritual songs, which gave motivation to my mother to stay in her
belief under stressful situations, shows how his work touched the souls of anybody . As we know, the
critical level of a child and an adult is different, and yet, Tagore was able to approach any age level with
his work. The most beautiful thing is whatever situation anybody is going through, they will always find
some comfort from Tagore’s work.

